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Nacor’s audio engineering expertise and mastering skills are truly 
remarkable, especially considering his youth!

I have had the pleasure of knowing and working with Nacor over 
the last year and a half. I first met Nacor as an assistant to the 

producer for my new upcoming Contemporary Urban Jazz Pop 
album recorded at Engine Room Audio in NYC. As I worked with 

him, I gained more and more respect for this talented young 
man’s skills and approach. 

Soon enough I became aware that Nacor brought not only a 
highly educated ear to the project, but was also a pleasure to 

work beside. His attention to detail and knowledge of engineer-
ing and mastering techniques was unmatched by any young 

engineer I had ever worked with.

As we progressed with the album I grew more and more depen-
dent on Nacor’s knowledge and how that would contribute to a 
great final album. It was not long until I requested to work directly 
with Nacor, building out sub mixes at every stage of the record-
ing process. With every new tracking session we would spend 

hours refining and mixing the new tracks into our overall mix. Even 
before bringing up a tune on the board Nacor would be hum-

ming the bass line or singing my vocals back to me. He knew my 
music almost as well as I did.

And Nacor is NOT just a great engineer, but also a very talented 
multi-instrumentalist. He plays bass, drums, percussion, and those 
are only the instruments that I’m aware of. I wouldn’t be surprised 

at all to learn he can play others as well. Eventually I couldn’t 
resist the opportunity to ask him to actually play on my record. 
He performed Congas on my album; interpreting classic South 
American percussion rhythms into my fusion Contemporary Ur-

ban Jazz Pop genre.

Without hesitation, I would highly recommend Nacor for any proj-
ect, any style, and any genre of music. He IS exceptional!!

Kevin “Blue” Woods


